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Structures v15, which version. Step 10: Click
Save and close the Tekla KOMA.Located in
north Taranaki, North New Plymouth’s Main
Street will be getting a major facelift with a
brand new one way road layout and a new
roundabout at the intersection with Bridge
Street. Roading and traffic management

consultants Ryder and Century were
contracted by the North Taranaki District

Council to complete the road change.
Council's urban and transport general

manager John Harvey said the re-fencing of
Gollans Road in North Taranaki would also

see the road surface be changed to
accommodate two lanes of traffic for the first
time. "In North New Plymouth, the removal

of the existing lanes and the provision of the
new road layout will provide a safer and

more efficient means of travel. "There will be
no marked turn-offs or diverging roads," he
said. Mr Harvey said the changes are being
made after a design review by the council.

"We have been working closely with the
community in conjunction with our partners
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in the District Health Board and the local iwi.
Their feedback provided the direction to
improve these sections of the road. "The
result is a well-sited road layout that will

provide a safe and more efficient route for
motorised vehicles through the township."
The road change will see the removal of a
portion of the Pukekura/Main Street and

Gollans Road intersection. Mr Harvey said a
roundabout would be built in place of the

existing traffic lights. "The result is a more
efficient traffic flow, with a safer road and
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